
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

PUBLICATIONS:

IN DETAIL:

Ian was part of the team that launched Remainiacs, a poli cal podcast about
Britain's departure from the European Union. It was received with cri cal acclaim,
with The Guardian's Miranda Sawyer calling it one of the "best podcasts of 2017"
and being nominated for the Broadcas ng Press Guild Awards' "Podcast of the
Year". In 2020 the podcast was rebranded as Oh God What Now and regularly
features Ian as a host. He is a regular in the media and appears as a pundit on Sky
News, BBC Tv and Al-Jazeera. His journalism career started at Pink News before
he became a Poli cal Analyst for Yahoo. He con nues his passion for poli cs in
his career as an author.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

As a poli cal speaker, he discusses the biggest news stories in detail. Working
with a corporate audience, he analyses the interplay between poli cal events and
their effects on businesses, offering guidance on how to op mise opportuni es
arising from these dynamics.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Ian Dunt is the former editor of Poli cs.co.uk, one of the most widely read specialist poli cal websites by MPs and members of
the public. He is a regular columnist for both New European and the i newspaper. He specialises in immigra on, civil liber es,
democracy, free speech, and jus ce.

Ian Dunt
Poli cal Analyst & Commentator

"A leading poli cal commentator"

On the Ropes: Will Multinational
Institutions Survive Attacks from
Within?
'F*** Business': What Happened to
Business' Relation with Politics and
How Can It Be Repaired?
Where Do We Go Next: Disturbance in
the Media and Fake News
Is There a Limit to the Global Spread of
Populism?

2023 How Westminster Works . . .
and Why It Doesn?t

2020 How to Be a Liberal

2016 Brexit: What the Hell Happens
Now?
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